
The Higher P.E course is based on the 

following  cycle of analysis. 

                      Investigate    

 

Evaluate         Analyse 

 

                      Develop 

1. Investigate using a variety of METHODS to 

understand  MENTAL, EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL, 

PHYSICAL FACTORS impacting on perfor-

mance 

2. Analyse the information gathered identifying 

strengths and weakness creating a Personal 

Development plan  using suitable APPROACH-

ES 

3. Develop  the factors identified through planned 

APPROACHES, setting goals and MONITORING your 

training plan as you carry  them out and making 

changes as are suitable 

4. Evaluate the effectiveness of your training plan 

using the METHODS and data gathered to see how 

much you have improved and whether the  AP-

PROACHES you selected were suitable 

Course Assessments: 

1. 2 One off performances in different activities  

worth 50% of course total in activities of pupil 

choice ( 30 marks for each performance but 

weighted to represent 50% of overall course.) 

2. An exam worth 50%  which will be included in 

the exam diet. 

3. The exam has a new  structure pupils must be 

aware of .please use the 2018 specimen pa-

per, It has marking instructions attached.  

Revision aids: 

1. https://www.satpe.co.uk/satpe-student-notes/ 

(NOTE THIS IS NOT SQA APPROVED BUT WRITTEN 

BY EXPERIENCED TEACHERS FROM ACROSS SCOT-

LAND) 

2. Resource books 

3. SQA Past Papers Available on the Website 

4. New bbc bitesize:  https://www.bbc.co.uk/

bitesize/subjects/zhf3cdm  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zhf3cdm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zhf3cdm


 The Physical Education course requires candidate to re-

spond to questions based on the 4 command words. Pupils 

are required to be able to  

1. DESCRIBE   FACTORS 

2. EXPLAIN   METHODS 

3. ANALYSE   APRROACHES 

4. EVALUATE    PDPs 

Describe- requires a factual account in 

detail. 

What equipment was used? 

Who was involved? 

What actions were taken? 

How were the actions ordered? 

Someone reading the answer should be 

able to repeat/visualise exactly you 

Explain- this requires you to demonstrate 

your understanding through reasoning. 

Give reasons why. 

Key linking words: 

Because 

So that 

In order to 

To make sure that 

I was able to 

Evaluate- make informed judgements giving evi-

dence to provide info on how successful something 

was. 

Key linking words: 

There was an improvement in 

Results show 

Method more useful because 

I am able to see that 

First give a value then look at the pros/cons and 

what that means for the data. 

Analyse-explore and consider different con-

cepts. Break something down into component 

parts and establish if there are connections. 

this shows 

this demonstrates 

therefore 

this meant 

this allows for 


